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INTRODUCTION

Why did we create this resource?
The team at St. Andrews Wesley
United Church wants to support
its members, including parents and
students in any way possible. No
resource can quell some of the
thoughts and feelings you may
have during this time. Our hope is
that this resource will provided the
information and tools to enable
parents and students to transition
into the 2020 school year feeling
supported.

Apply your heart to instruction and
your ear to words of knowledge
~ Proverbs 23:12
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NAVIGATING COVID-19 while
heading Back to School in 2020
This resource is a compilation of
information on how British Columbia (BC)
is adapting as we navigate through the
COIVD-19 pandemic. It includes guidelines
and recommendations from leading global
and provincial health resources for parents
and students as they transition into the 2020
school year. These resources are meant to
be a tool to navigate the vast amount of
information available and provide a set of
facts to draw from when and if you feel you
need it.
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COVID -19 Updates and Resource Websites

Note: These links are not active within the PDF and will have to be copied and
pasted into your browser to access the information.
World Health Organization – Advice for the Public
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-forpublic
BCCDC (British Columbia Center for Disease Control) – COVID 19 Common Questions:
http://www.bccdc.ca/health-info/diseases-conditions/covid-19/common-questions
Health Canada - COVID 19 Information
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/coronavirus-diseasecovid-19.html
BCCDC (British Columbia Center for Disease Control) - COVID19 Updates
http://www.bccdc.ca/health-info/diseases-conditions/covid19/data?fbclid=IwAR11WPcKj3GrY3Uj1AdRo2RHU67_ebW7tlcs36BdNygHrR_MB07O
MyiqvKU
Health Link BC – Caronavirus Disease (COVID-19)
https://www.healthlinkbc.ca/health-feature/coronavirus-disease-covid-19
Health Link BC - Useful Resources
https://www.healthlinkbc.ca/useful-resources-covid-19
COVID and TransLink
https://new.translink.ca/rider-guide/coronavirus-precautions
BC Education Restart Plan
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k-12/covid-19-return-toschool
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COVID -19 Symptoms
Symptoms of COVID-19 are similar to other respiratory illnesses including the flu and
common cold. Common symptoms for COVID-19 include:
•
• Fever
•
• Chills
•
• Cough (or worsening of chronic cough)
•
• Shortness of breath
•
• Sore throat
•
• Runny nose
•
• Loss of sense of smell or taste
•
• Nausea and vomiting
•
• Diarrhea
•
• Headache
•
• Muscle aches
•
• Fatigue
•
• Loss of appetite.
Some less common symptoms include stuffy nose, conjunctivitis (pink eye) dizziness,
confusion, abdominal pain, skin rashes or discoloration of fingers or toes. Symptoms may
vary from person to person. Anyone with symptoms, even mild symptoms, can get tested.
Some people may experience mild symptoms, while others have more severe symptoms. If you
have COVID-19, or think you might have it, help prevent spreading it to others by self-isolating
at home from the start of your symptoms.
There is no specific treatment for COVID-19. Many of the symptoms can be managed at
home. Drink plenty of fluids, get plenty of rest and use a humidifier or hot shower to
ease a cough or sore throat. Over the counter medication (e.g. Tylenol) can be used to
reduce fever and aches. If you are recording your temperature, do this before taking
fever-reducing medicines or wait 4 hours after the last dose.
When a disease is new such as COVID-19, there is no vaccine until one is developed.
Possible vaccines are under investigation. It can take time to develop a new vaccine.
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COVID -19 Quick Tips
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Continue to refrain from handshakes, kissing or hugging other, a friendly
wave or elbow bump is best!
Social Distance by staying home or staying 3 meters or 6.6 feet between others
if required to go outside the home, except if they are in your bubble (see
below).
If you are closer than 6 feet away from someone make sure you wear a mask
(see below on instructions on proper mask use, cleaning and disposal)
Practice Frequent Hand Hygiene. A minimum 20 second of washing your
hands with soap and water. 20 seconds is 2 Happy Birthday Songs, but if this
is not your ‘jam’ you can visit https://washyourlyrics.com to turn your
favorite songs into a handwashing tune. If using hand sanitizer, make sure
you are covering both hands completely and letting the alcohol dry before
resuming activity. See more information below on hand washing and hand
sanitizer use.
Cough or Sneeze into the crux of your elbow, or a tissue (but throw out
immediately).
Avoid individuals in hospitals and long-term care centers, especially older
adults and those with chronic conditions or compromised immune systems.
If you travel outside of Canada you must isolate for 14 days upon your
return.
Testing is recommended for anyone with cold, influenza or COVID-like
symptoms, even mild symptoms. You no longer need a referral from a health
care provider and you do not need to call 8-1-1 if you have symptoms and
would like to be tested for COVID-19. You can use the BC COVID-19 SelfAssessment Tool to help determine if you need further assessment for
COVID-19 testing by a physician, nurse practitioner or at a local collection
centre.
If you are feeling unwell please call 8-1-1 and talk to a healthcare professional
who can instruct you on the safest way to be assessed and treated.
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BCs Restart Plan – Phase 3 (currently in phase 3 of 4)
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/safety/emergency-preparedness-responserecovery/covid-19-provincial-support/phase-3

What's Happening in Phase 3
People can take part in smart, safe and respectful travel within B.C. Remember,
international travellers returning to B.C. are required by law to self-isolate for 14 days
and complete a self-isolation plan.
The BC Restart Plan takes a phased approach to reopening. This allows sectors and
activities within the phases to open when the evidence and data tells us the time is
right, and as protocols and guidance are in place for them to do so safely.
The guidelines and extra safety precautions for sectors in Phase 2 are still in place.
PHASE 2- We asked people to stay close to home and avoid any travel between
communities that was not essential.
Many businesses reopened with extra safety precautions and physical distancing
measures, including a COVID-19 Safety Plan posted online or at their worksite. The
plan signals a business has done their homework and we can visit their store, enjoy a
meal or workout with confidence. All businesses and organizations are different and
have their own measures in place to keep people safe based on guidelines from the
Office of the Provincial Health Officer (PHO) and WorkSafeBC.

Inside Your Bubble
Your bubble includes members of your immediate household and can be carefully
expanded to include others.
•
•
•
•
•

Try to limit the number of people in your bubble.
Every time you add someone to your bubble, you are also connecting with
everybody in their bubble.
Inside your bubble you can hug and kiss and do not need to wear a mask or stay
2 m apart.
Remember, vigilant hand-washing and space cleaning is still important!
If you are sick, self-isolate from people in your bubble as much as possible.
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Outside Your Bubble
In personal settings when you're seeing friends and family who aren't in your bubble:
•
•
•
•

Only get together in small groups of 2 to 6 people.
Keep 2 m of physical distance from those who are outside your bubble and limit
your time together.
Stay home and away from others if you have cold or flu-like symptoms.
Take extra precautions for those at higher risk for serious illness from COVID-19,
including older people and those with chronic health conditions.

Should I Travel?
When you hit the open roads this summer, you are not leaving COVID-19 behind.
Consider the health and safety of people in your bubble, and whether you want to take
any extra risks. If you decide to travel, take the same health and safety precautions you
do at home.
•
•
•
•

Wash your hands often
Practice safe distancing, 2 m
Spend time in small groups and open spaces
Clean spaces often

If you are feeling sick, stay home. No exceptions.
If symptoms develop while travelling, self-isolate immediately and contact 8-1-1 for
guidance and testing.

About 8-1-1
https://www.healthlinkbc.ca/about-8-1-1
8-1-1 is a free-of-charge provincial health information and advice phone line available in
British Columbia. The 8-1-1 phone line is operated by HealthLink BC, which is part of
the Ministry of Health. By calling 8-1-1, you can speak to a health service navigator,
who can help you find health information and services; or connect you directly with a
registered nurse, a registered dietitian, a qualified exercise professional, or a
pharmacist. Any one of these healthcare professionals will help you get the information
you need to manage your health concerns, or those of your family.
For the deaf and hard of hearing:
If you are deaf, hard of hearing or speech-impaired, you can call 8-1-1 using Video
Relay Services (VRS) or Teletypewriter (TTY).
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BC 5 Stages Framework for K-12 Education

Schools will enter Stage 2 in September 2020.
Learning Group Size
•
•
•

Elementary: 60
Middle: 60
Secondary: 120

Instruction Method
Full-time instruction for all students for the maximum instructional time possible
within learning group limits.
Self-directed learning supports in-class instruction, if required.
BC 5 Stages Framework for K-12 Education
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k-12/covid-19-return-toschool/five-stages-framework
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BC K-12 Education – Return to School Plan

B.C.'s Back to School Plan is built on three core principles to keep
EVERYONE safe.
Full BC K-12 Return to School Plan can be found on page 31 of this document or at
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k-12/covid-19-return-toschool

1. New Health and Safety Measures
Special safety measures help create safe schools and reduce the spread of COVID-19.
These extra layers of protection measures work well in schools because they're
controlled environments that have:
•
•
•

Consistent groups of people
Robust illness policies for students and staff
The ability to have most people follow effective personal practices like hand
washing

2. Increased Funding
An additional $45.6 million will help schools implement new health and safety
measures to help keep schools safe and clean.
The investment includes:
•
•
•
•
•

•

$23 million for more staff and staff time for cleaning schools
$9.2 million for hand hygiene
$5.1 million for cleaning supplies
$2.2 million for reusable face masks for students and staff
$3 million to support remote learning, including:
o Technology loans
o Software to support students with disabilities or complex needs
$3.1 million to independent schools
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3. Learning Groups
A learning group is a group of students and staff who remain together throughout the
school quarter, semester or year and who primarily interact with each other to help
reduce COVID-19 transmission.
Learning groups were recommended by the Provincial Health Officer to help reduce the
transmission of COVID-19.
For example, a learning group could be made up of:
•
•
•

A single class of students (20-30)
Multiple classes that sometimes join together for activities like physical
education (PE) or music
A group of secondary school students with the same courses in the same quarter
or semester

Learning groups can also include staff, like:
•
•
•

Teachers
Specialist support staff
Education Assistants (EAs)

Learning groups provide a range of benefits for students including more in-class
learning time, increased peer interaction and support, and decreased feelings of
isolation.

Why Use Learning Groups?
Compared to other public settings, schools have a relatively consistent set of people
accessing the building. Learning groups further reduce the number of interactions
between students and staff.
•

This helps with contact tracing and limits interruptions to learning if a case of
COVID-19 is confirmed in a learning group

Learning Group Sizes
Learning groups are smallest in elementary and middle schools because it is more
challenging for younger students to maintain physical distance. Students in secondary
school are better able to minimize physical contact, practice hand hygiene and
recognize if they are experiencing symptoms of COVID-19.
•
•
•

Elementary: 60
Middle: 60
Secondary: 120
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Handwashing, Hand Sanitizer Use and Mask
Recommendations from the Government of Canada
Government of Canada Handwashing Video for Kids:
https://youtu.be/UitUdTjhZz8

NOTE: YOU MUST HANDWASH FOR A MINIMUM OF 20 SECONDS WITH SOAP
AND WATER. 20 seconds is 2 Happy Birthday Songs, but if this is not your ‘jam’ you
can visit
https://washyourlyrics.com to turn your favorite songs into a handwashing tune.
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Using Hand Sanitizer
If washing hands is not possible, you can use certain alcohol-based Health Canada
approved hand sanitizers on children. Please read labels carefully as some products
are for adult use only and should not be used by children, pregnant or breastfeeding
women. Hand sanitizer is not recommended for use on infants as their skin is still
developing and changing.
All children under the age of six should be supervised when using hand sanitizer. If
hands are visibly dirty, clean first before using a hand sanitizer. Use enough product to
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cover the front and back of a child’s hands and between their fingers. Make sure the
hand sanitizer has dried completely before children resume regular activities and
prevent children from putting wet hands in eyes or mouth. Never apply hand sanitizer
over broken skin or on scrapes or rashes.
Take care when storing hand sanitizer. Keep products safely away from children and
consider buying plain versions, without attractive colors, scents or glitter. Some newer
hand sanitizers come in bottles, so replace bottle caps with spray nozzles or pumps to
reduce the risk of accidental consumption.
If a child accidentally consumes any amount of hand sanitizer, call the BC Poison
Control Centre: 1-800-567-8911. Do not wait for symptoms of accidental poisoning to
occur before calling. Visit the BCCDC hand washing page for more information on
hand sanitizers.

Masks
Remember that using a mask alone is not enough to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
Children who wear a mask still need to:
•

Avoid touching their face.

•

Wash their hands often.

•

Stay home when sick and minimize physical contact with other children or
adults!

Children under two years of age should not wear masks because there are risks of
breathing problems, choking or strangulation. For young children over the age of two,
masks are generally not recommended as they can be irritating and may lead to
increased touching of the face and eyes. However, if an older child wants to wear a
mask: show them how to do so safely.
Remind children that other children and adults have reasons for wearing or not
wearing masks, so it is important to always be kind and respectful to others.

Full breakdown of information on Government of Canada
recommendation for Handwashing, Hand Sanitizer Use and Masks can be
found at https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k12/covid-19-return-to-school
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BCCDC – MASK RECOMENDATIONS
Facemasks can be worn to help protect those around you and should be
worn by people who are sick.
This information has been provided by the BCCDC (BC Center for disease
control and can be accessed on their website link:
http://www.bccdc.ca/health-info/diseases-conditions/covid19/prevention-risks/masks
Masks can have a role to play in preventing the spread of COVID-19, especially for
healthcare providers and for people that have COVID-19. This is because masks act as a
barrier and help stop the spread of droplets from a person’s mouth and nose when
talking, laughing, yelling, singing, coughing, or sneezing.
Wearing a mask should be combined with other important preventative measures such
as frequent hand washing and physical distancing. Using only a mask is not enough to
prevent the spread of COVID-19.

When to wear a mask?
Wear a mask if you are sick!
COVID-19 is spread through infected droplets from a sick person’s mouth or nose.
Wearing a mask when you are sick, helps protect people around you from the droplets
that carry the virus. However, wearing a mask while sick does not change the need to
stay home. If you cannot physically distance yourself from others at home, a mask can
help prevent the spread of germs within the household.
Learn more about the precautions you should take if you are sick see:
http://www.bccdc.ca/health-info/diseases-conditions/covid-19/about-covid-19/ifyou-are-sick

Wear a mask if you are caring for someone with COVID-19
It is recommended to wear a medical/surgical mask if you are caring for a person with
symptoms of COVID-19, especially if you will be in direct contact with a sick person’s
droplets, saliva or body fluid.
If you do not have a medical/surgical mask, non-medical masks or facial coverings
(e.g., homemade cloth masks, dust mask, bandanas) should be used by the person who
is sick, as long as it does not make it more difficult to breathe, to reduce the spread of
droplets containing the virus to others in the home. These non-medical masks may also
be worn by any household member providing care to a person who is sick.
For more information see the guide for caregivers and household members of those
with COVID see - http://www.bccdc.ca/Health-Info-Site/Documents/Selfisolation_caregivers.pdf
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Wearing a mask if you are healthy!
If you are healthy, wearing a non-medical or cloth mask or face covering is a matter of
personal choice and it might help to protect others. This is because some people can
spread the virus when they have very mild symptoms or may not know that they are
infected. In this case, wearing a mask can help protect others by containing your own
droplets when talking, laughing, singing, coughing, or sneezing. Wearing a cloth mask
might not protect you from COVID-19, but it is a good option in situations where you
cannot keep a safe distance from others for an extended period of time, such as when
you are on transit, getting a haircut or visiting someone indoors.
Any mask, no matter how good it is at catching droplets or how well it seals, will have
minimal effect if it is not used together with other preventive measures, such as
frequent hand washing and physical distancing. It is important to treat people wearing
masks with respect.
Do not put a face mask or any covering including visors and eye protection on infants
under two years of age. A facemask or covering will make it difficult for a baby to
breathe because their airways are still small. There is also a risk that parts of the
facemask, visor or eye protection can come off and become a choking hazard. See
information about keeping your baby safe during COVID-19 from Perinatal Services
BC.

Types of Masks
Medical/surgical masks should be reserved for healthcare workers and people caring
directly for a person with COVID-19.
If you are healthy, but would like to wear a mask, homemade or cloth masks may be
used. If you are making a mask, here is some information to help make an effective
mask:
Homemade masks can be made from different materials, but some materials are better
than others. Use clean 100% cotton, polyester or a cotton-polyester blend. For example,
masks could be made from tea towels, sheets, t-shirts or pillowcases.
•

Homemade masks should have at least three layers to make sure that droplets
don’t pass through the fabric. The most important thing is having these three
layers with a mask that fits well. An example of a mask with three layers could
include:
o

an inner layer that is in contact with the person’s face, be made of
absorbent material (e.g. cotton or cotton blend)

o

a middle layer of non-absorbent or absorbent material (polyester or
cotton)
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o

If you are caring for someone who is sick and cannot purchase
surgical/medical masks and are using a homemade mask, the an outer
layer of the mask should be made of material that does not easily absorb
liquid (e.g. polyester, polypropylene, or their blends). Non-absorbent
material could help limit outside droplets from soaking into the mask, but
it is not guaranteed.

o

It is not recommended to coat the outside of a mask with substances like
wax to create a barrier as this can make it more difficult to breathe and air
is more likely to escape out of the sides of the mask.

A properly fitted mask sits closely over the mouth, nose, cheeks and chin of the person
wearing it. The mask will be less effective if the shape or the material has gaps in it
because it will allow droplets to pass through.

•

It is important to make sure the mask can be held in place comfortably with ties
or ear loops to reduce the need to adjust the mask. If it is not comfortable, you
won’t want to wear it consistently.

•

Masks should only be used by one person and should never be shared.

Please see the How to wear a facemask poster for information on how to properly put
on and take off a face mask or watch the video: https://youtu.be/gvLA--hGU70

Cleaning and Disposing of Masks:
Medical/surgical masks should not be cleaned and reused because putting
medical/surgical masks in the washing machine may damage the protective layers,
reducing their effectiveness. If you are sick or caring for someone who is sick, masks
need to be changed frequently. All masks should be changed if wet or visibly soiled; a
wet mask should not be used for an extended period of time.

How to dispose of masks after use:
•

Wash your hands with soap and water before taking off your mask.

•

Dispose of used masks in a wastebasket lined with the plastic bag.

•

After taking off your mask, wash your hands again with soap and water before
touching your face or doing anything else.
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•

When emptying wastebaskets, take care to not touch used masks or tissues with
your hands. All waste can go into regular garbage bins.

•

Clean your hands with soap and water after emptying the wastebasket.

Homemade or cloth masks should be cleaned and
changed often:
•

To clean a homemade cloth mask, wash it using the directions on the original
material (for example, if the mask was made from t-shirt material, follow the
washing instructions on the t-shirt tag) but in general, warmer water is
better. Dry the mask completely (in the dryer using a warm/hot setting if
possible).

•

Do not shake dirty masks to minimize spreading germs and particles through the
air. If dirty cloth masks have been in contact with someone who is sick they can
still be washed with other people’s laundry.

•

Any damage, fabric break down, or change in fit will reduce the already limited
protection of cloth masks.

Should my child wear a mask?
Remember that using a mask alone is not enough to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
Children who wear a mask still need to: avoid touching their face, wash their hands
often, stay home when sick and avoid physical contact with other children or adults.
Visit the COVID-19 and Children page (http://www.bccdc.ca/health-info/diseasesconditions/covid-19/covid-19-and-children/keeping-children-safe)for more
information on children and masks.
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For more information or copies of the Mask Infographics please go to the WHO website:
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-forpublic/when-and-how-to-use-masks
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Mental Health Links
During this difficult time, it may be challenging to understand how you
are feeling. It may be difficult to understand how your children are
feeling. It may be challenging for your children to express or know how
to express their feelings. These resource links are provided to help
individuals including parents, caregivers, children and youth access
Mental Health resources and services.
Note: These links are not active within the PDF and will have to be copied and
pasted into your browser to access the information.
BC Mental Health Resources:
Kelty Mental Health Resource Centre- https://keltymentalhealth.ca/
Kelty Mental Health Center was created to help families across the province (BC) and
assist them in navigating the mental health system, while also providing peer support,
and assisting in connecting people with resources and tools.
Anxiety BC:
Anxiety BC Homepage - https://www.anxietycanada.com/
How to address, talk about and help your child if they are suffering from Anxiety:
https://www.anxietycanada.com/learn-about-anxiety/anxiety-in-children/
https://www.heretohelp.bc.ca/helping-anxious-children
Talking to Children about COVID-19:
Virtual Book explaining COVID- 19 (in English, French and Spanish);
https://kidsactivitiesblog.com/136517/coronavirus-childrens-book/
https://www.cmho.org/blog/blog-news/6519918-talking-to-your-anxious-childabout-covid-19
https://www.anxietycanada.com/articles/talking-to-kids-about-covid-19/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/talkingwith-children.html
National Association of School Psychologists: https://apps.nasponline.org/searchresults.aspx?q=talking+to+children+about+COVID
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Meditation and Anxiety Apps

These can be used by both parents and children, separately or together.
1 - HEADSPACE
Headspace is one of the most well-known meditation apps out there.
"There are hundreds of guided meditations, mini-meditations, sleep sounds, SOS
meditations for emergencies, meditations for kids and animations to help you better
understand meditation," says Lindsey Elmore, PharmD, a pharmacist turned wellness
expert (she's known as "The Farmicist").
Cost: $7.99 to $12.99 per month after trial - Where to find it: Visit
Headspace.com/Womens-Health and use code PRHearst1M for a one-month free trial
code, or code HEARST for three months free of a year subscription.
2 - CALM
Elmore likes the Calm app when she's feeling choosy about her meditation practice.
After all, the app provides guided sessions ranging in time from 3 to 25 minutes. And
with topics from calming anxiety to gratitude to mindfulness at work—as well as sleep
sounds, nature sounds, and breathing exercises—you can really choose your focus.
"There are new meditations every day, progress trackers, and seven-day and 21-day
programs for beginners," Elmore says.
Cost: Free, in-app purchases Where to Find: Apple Store and Google Play.
3 - Insight Timer
"This app has many of the most experienced mindfulness teachers on it, and allows you
the freedom to pick and choose depending on how long you have to practice, what style
you'd like (e.g. body scan, loving kindness, anxiety/stress reducing, etc.), or just set a
timer and sit without guidance," Tandon says.
Cost: Free, in-app purchases Where to Find: Apple Store and Google Play.
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4 - Aura
Fans of Aura like it for its daily meditations, life coaching, nature sounds, stories, and
music, which are all personalized based on the mood you select when you open the
app. There's also an option to track your moods and review patterns in how you feel,
and set reminders to breathe and take breaks for mindfulness throughout the day.
Cost: Free, in-app purchases Where to Find: Apple Store and Google Play
5 - Sattva
Sattva is a mindfulness app that draws its mediations from ancient Vedic principles. In
addition to 6-minute-plus guided meditations, the app features "sacred sounds, chants,
mantras and music by Sanskrit scholars." Sattva is perfect for anyone looking to get
more in touch with the history and origin of meditation in addition to starting their own
practice.
Cost: Free, in-app purchases Where to Find: Apple Store and Google Play
6 - YogaGlo
Large variety of guided meditations to choose from with such well-respected teachers.
You can customize your workout by choosing the length, teacher, and/or level you
want, as well as a variety of topics and focal points that can help you zero in on specific
meditation goals,
Cost: Free 7-day trial/ $22.99 per month after trial
Where to Find: Apple Store and Google Play.
7 - Ensō
Ensō isn't necessarily for beginners. "For those well-versed in meditation, I love the
Ensō app which has a simple timer that you can set with bells at different intervals to
keep you alert and set a soothing endpoint to your practice," Cruikshank says.
Cost: Free, in-app purchases Where to Find: Apple Store
8 - INSCAPE
The main focus of the app is to help you reduce stress and anxiety and get better Zzzs.
The meditations, music, and breathing exercises available show up as recommendations
that are based on your goals, the time of the day, and your familiarity with meditating.
It's a tailored experience, and even the names of the playlists feel hyper personalized
(think Tinder Troubles, Study Chill, Overcoming Your Fears).
Cost: Free, in-app purchases Where to Find: Apple Store
9 - BUDDHIFYAPPLE
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buddhify offers over 200 meditations to help with issues like anxiety, stress, sleep, pain
and tough emotions, and you can pick from multiple teachers so the voice and style
resonates with you and can be done Anywhere!
Cost: $4.99, plus in-app purchases Where to Find: Apple Store and Google Play
10 - SMILING MINDAPPLE
Smiling Mind was developed by psychologist to encourage mindfulness practice as a
pillar of wellness, much like daily exercise, good sleep, and healthy eating The app has
simple 10-minute daily meditations, which are broken into categories by age (7 - 9, 10 12, 13 - 15, 16 - 18, and adults). There are also specific programs for group use in the
classroom and at work.
Cost: Free Where to Find: Apple Store and Google Play
11 - SIMPLE HABIT
Simple Habit features five-minute meditations from top mindfulness experts at Google
to former monks, so there's a little bit of something for everyone.
Cost: Free, in-app purchases Where to Find: Apple Store and Google Play
12 - 10% Happier: Meditation for Fidgety Skeptics
10 PERCENT HAPPIER FOR FIDGETY SKEPTICS is based on the book by the same
name (by ABC news correspondent Dan Harris) the 10% Happier app is perfect "for the
skeptic who is not sure that they want to meditate," according to Elmore.
Meditations aimed to help users with anxiety and sleep.
Cost: Free, in-app purchases Where to Find: Apple Store and Google Play
13. MEDITATIONS ROSE BUDDHA
Rose Buddha presents a new bilingual meditation app, entirely created in Quebec:
Designed by Rose Buddha co-founders Madeleine Arcand and Maxime Morin, this app
allows practitioners to learn meditation, or deepen their existing practice.
The application consists of 90 hours of guided meditation. The user can choose their
meditation based on the time they have, or theme they’d like to explore, such as how to
overcome stress, manage anger, get better sleep, or practice gratitude.
Cost: Free - We would like to "help" (during COVID-19) the way we can, by giving our
meditation app for free. You can dowload it, and go on "Promotionnal Code" on the left
and put the promo code : OSCAR
Where to Find: Apple Store and Google Play
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Back to School Lunches, Snacks and Meals
Family meals are a lot of work and as your schedules fill up with ‘before and after’
school and work activities, it can get even more challenging. Here are some ideas to
help keep it fun, simple and nutritious.
Keep lunches simple (children have a lot of distractions during school lunch time and
less choices help them focus and enjoy the delicious healthy food in front of them)
• Depending on age, offer a whole or a small container of cut up fruit and
vegetables
• Sandwich triangles made with egg, tuna, chicken, vegetables…
• Whole grain Pita bread/ triangles with hummus, soft and cooked
vegetables/bean dip
• Soft Tortillas filled with beans or ground meat or cooked tofu pieces and
vegetables
• Ranch Ham Roll Ups – Simple and delicious. A great idea when they’re over
sandwiches!
• Peanut Butter/WowButter Banana Wraps – Peanut Butter/Wowbutter + fruit =
seriously yumminess!
• Yogurt with fruit
• Cheese with whole grain crackers
• Small whole grain muffin with fresh fruit
• Whole grain crackers, toast, rice cake with spread
• Leftovers
Designated Water bottle
If your child doesn’t like water, try having them pick out their own water bottle which
will make them feel like they are taking responsibility of their water intake.
(children do not need juice or sugary drinks such as pop, sports drinks, fruit beverages
and fruit flavoured drinks made from powder or crystals)
Make lunches the night before and include children in the planning and creation!
Plan and Shop over the weekend for the upcoming week. Remember that children
love routines and traditions so its okay to have “Thursday Night Pasta.”
Plan FAMILY MEAL TIMES as much as possible.
• Nutritionist and Author, Ellyn Satter describes the PARENT or
CAREGIVER’S ROLE as You decide on WHAT IS OFFERED TO EAT,
WHEN TO EAT AND WHERE TO EAT and THE ROLE of the CHILD is to
decide HOW MUCH AND WHETHER TO EAT WHAT IS OFFERED.
• But do what works for your family, your children, your living situation.
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12 Tips for Packing Back to School Lunches
Author - Leslie Wu. Leslie is a Toronto-based food and travel writer, editor and explorer. Follow
her on Twitter at @leslie_wu.
1. Don't Leave Extra Space
a. Think of all the hardship that poor lunch is going to endure: shaken,
rattled and shoved haphazardly into the bottom of a bag. Minimize the
impact by packing things snugly and avoiding too much extra space in the
container to keep things intact.
2. Send Single Servings
a. Cute little bite-sized pieces will tempt tiny appetites and are easy to eat
while on the go, or throughout the day. As a bonus, making food fingerfriendly means you don’t have to pack or keep track of utensils.
3. Stacking Up
a. Take a cue from tiffin boxes and use several containers stacked vertically
to make them simple to carry for little hands. Different containers let kids
choose what foods they want for snacks, recess or lunch.
4. Label Everything
a. Labelling is a crucial step to keeping everyone organized in the morning,
especially with multiple children and lunches to load into the car or onto
the school bus. Make life easier with brightly coloured labels, elastic bands
or stickers to make sure everyone’s sorted out.
5. Think Outside the Box
a. Although a hard case may seem like the best idea for cushioning, some
soft lunch bags offer padding to protect their contents. An added bonus:
the easily flattened cases make it simple to stuff them into a bag.
6. Latch On
a. One way to make sure food stays in and air stays out? Containers with
latches help lids stay on, even when jostled in transit.
7. Pretty Packaging
a. An insulated bag will help keep lunches at the proper temperature.
Choose easy-to-clean or removable interiors to make post-lunch wipedowns a snap.
8. Keep Cool
a. It’s a long way to lunch. Make sure cold food stays chilled by freezing
grapes or other fruit for an icy treat on hot days (put them in a bag to
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avoid making everything else soggy as they thaw). Juice boxes, apple
sauce or yogurt can also be frozen the night before to add some extra chill.
9. Some Like It Hot
a. Remember the humble thermos? This versatile flask can be used for far
more than camping or rink-side hot chocolate. Try a mini thermos for
(not-too-hot) soups, leftover stews or last night’s mac and cheese.
10. Beyond The Sandwich
a. Don’t just think of lunch as a filling between two slices of bread — kids
like variety and tasty treats, too. Cold noodles, couscous and grain salads
or fried rice can make great school meals. Don’t forget the utensils. (If
your children know how to use chopsticks, those wooden ones that come
with takeout make great, easily disposable options.)
b. https://www.foodnetwork.ca/back-to-school/photos/lunch-ideas-forkids-who-protest-sandwiches/#!kid-lunches-pastasaladhttps://www.foodnetwork.ca/back-to-school/photos/lunch-ideasfor-kids-who-protest-sandwiches/#!kid-lunches-pasta-salad
11. Salad Days
a. Make use of the mason jar trend by taking (non-breakable) tall containers
and layering salad ingredients for a fun and fresh idea that will be the
envy of the lunchroom.
12. Colour Coded
a. Being consistent with container colours is another great opportunity to get
your children involved in packing their lunches. You can let each kid pick
their favourite shade and have all their containers be that colour, or you
can colour code by type of food — red for hot, blue for cold, etc.
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Backpack Safety
Start with an Ergonomic Backpack
When selecting a backpack, look for:
• An appropriate size: A backpack should not be wider than your child's torso or
hang more than 4 inches below the waist
• Padded, adjustable shoulder straps to help distribute the weight on your child’s
back without digging into their shoulders
• Padded back to protect against contents inside the backpack poking into your
child’s back
• Waist and chest straps to help distribute the weight of the backpack more evenly
across your child’s back
• Multiple compartments to help position the weight more effectively
• Compression straps to stabilize the contents
• Reflective material to allow your child to be seen when walking to and from
school

Use the Backpack Correctly
Check the fit of the backpack:
• Make sure your child uses both straps when carrying the backpack; using one
strap shifts the weight to one side and causes muscle pain and posture problems
• Make certain the shoulder straps are tightened so the backpack is fitted to your
child’s back; a dangling backpack can cause spinal misalignment and pain
• Encourage your child to use the chest, waist and compression straps, and to
adjust them to the load

Pack Smartly
A roomy backpack may seem like a good idea, but the more space there is to fill, the
more likely your child will fill it. Help your child determine what is absolutely
necessary to carry. If it's not essential, have them leave it at home, in their locker or in
the classroom.
Teach your child to load the backpack with the heaviest items first closest to the bottom
and the center of the back of the backpack and to make use of the multiple
compartments to distribute the load.

What about Backpacks on Wheels?
According to the ACA, rolling backpacks should be used "cautiously and on a limited
basis by only those students who are not physically able to carry a backpack." The
reason? They clutter school corridors, replacing a potential back injury hazard with a
tripping hazard.
This information on Backpack Safety has been retrieved from the National Safety
Council: https://www.nsc.org/home-safety/safety-topics/childsafety/backpacks#:~:text=An%20appropriate%20size%3A%20A%20backpack,without
%20digging%20into%20their%20shoulders
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Backpack Safety Video
Created and Shared by Hampton School MU - https://youtu.be/y9j9_7vJRyU
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We wish you a blessed 2020 school year.
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